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His one chance to escape slavery could trap his brother in a terrible fate!Jetay has been on the
run with his brother for a long time, hiding his psychic powers from the evil Red Knights. Living
as a slave on a star freighter, Jetay dreams of freeing himself and his brother, and of wielding his
powers openly.On a frontier planet, Lady Lanati of the Partisan Alliance seeks his help for a
secret mission. It will take him across the stars to the edge of a black hole, with a Red Knight
chasing him every step of the way. He might finally get a chance to use his powers for good.But
the price of that chance may be too high, putting his brother in grave danger. Can Jetay save
himself and his brother without sacrificing Lanati and her friends? If he can't find a way to save
them all, the battle against evil may be over before it begins….

"I am still trying to make sense of my jumbled thoughts and feelings after finishing Love the Way
You Kiss Me by W. Winters and Amelia Wilde. I am recovering from the shock of dizzying twists
because I didn't see this story going that way at all. I am still trying to get over the fact that this
story is insanely sexy and sinful while being mysterious and angsty at the same time. I may have
turned the last page but the effect is still in my heart and soul." - P.P's Bookshelf"From beginning
to end my eyes were glued to the pages, the words took ahold of me and wouldn't let go. These
authors put together something that is suspenseful, emotionally charged, passionate, mildly
dark... and so easy to get wrapped up in." - Misty, (Reds Romance Reviews)"This was a great
story that was engaging, you could feel the tension and emotion the more you read on. I love that
it kept me on the edge of my seat, the suspense was killing me.. in a good way of course!" - Sara
- Curvy Constellation"A gripping read." - Zoe_isreading"Whoa! This book was unlike anything I
was expecting it to be, and I absolutely loved it!" - Luxlovin"This book had me completely
captivated by it's wickedly dark and sinfully forbidden tale." - Gladys, Goodreads Reviewer"Holy
moly, wow! This book had me at the opening paragraph!" - Emily Kurosawa, Goodreads
Reviewer"Loved this book!" - Shani Haim"Love the Way You Kiss Me (Love the Way Duet, #1) by
W. Winters and Amelia Wilde was a first for me from these two, and it was wonderful." -  Jeri's
Book Attic  Julia"I loved this deep, dark, lustful book. Willow Winters and Amelia Wilde do a
fantastic job of sucking you in to this Ella and Zander's mysterious world." - Jodi, Goodreads
Reviewer"A slow-burn angst filled emotional read and I can't wait to read more!!!!!!" -
Poppy1102, Goodreads Reviewer"Willow Winters and Amelia Wilde have given us an epic
story." - Sandie Chraponski, Goodreads Reviewer"This is a stunner of a story. I was swept off my
feet by Zander and Ella." - Linda Dunn, Goodreads Reviewer"This story is fire. A slow burn take
that will leave you marked and thoroughly satisfied." - Effie, Goodreads Reviewer"Intensely
captivating characters with an engaging and compelling storyline." - Donna Veilleux, Goodreads
Reviewer"Love The Way You Kiss Me is a slow-burn but as the story develops the heat factor



comes in roaring!" - it.sgottabethebooks"I was not expecting this. But I loved every second I
spent with this. As I've come to expect from both these authors it was deliciously dark, the plot
was extra unique, and the spice was all the way there." - Clare, Goodreads Reviewer"Zander
and Ella's story is so freaking hot! The forbidden with all the naughty spice." - Live, Laugh, Love"
Super steamy forbidden romance will leave you in shock. The chemistry and want between
Zander and Ella is off the charts!" - Christine White, Goodreads Reviewer"This is a well written
story which is though provoking, compelling, intense, thrilling, and with secrets, twists, angst,
mystery, heartbreak, emotions, and chemistry, which all leads to an intriguing and all-consuming
tale." - Wendy Livingstone, Goodreads Reviewer"This book took me by surprise in the best way
ever!!" - Katlovesbooks
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hold the array just like that, Jetay heard his younger brother Khed say. Khed's voice sounded
inside his head telepathically, because even the internal wireless network was down on their
ship, the Vanner.All right, Jetay told his brother, also speaking mind to mind. Both of them knew
how to armor their minds against unfriendly mind-readers, but their defenses were down right
now, so that they could talk to each other.The communications array connected the Vanner's
wireless network to the outside universe, and had to be hardwired into a node on the internal
network. Khed was convinced there was a problem in the wiring, and wanted Jetay to hold the
communications array steady while he tried to find the faulty wires.Jetay looked around him,
bored by the task at hand. A tall, strong man in his mid-thirties, he had no trouble holding the
communications dish upright, it just wasn't very exciting work. This starport sat just outside a
town in the center of the main continent on Dahar. It was a dreary place, with no force fields or
walls to protect a parked starship such as the Vanner from any thieves and troublemakers.The
Vanner was parked in a flat, dirt field at the outer edge of the starport. Beyond the Vanner, Jetay
could see a wide, flat prairie of scruffy brown grass under a twilight sky, with the stars just
beginning to come out. There were no clouds anywhere, except for the haze on the horizon, and
Jetay felt strangely exposed and vulnerable. As a child, he had been taught that there was a
benevolent spirit, called an Akh, living in the bright furnace at the center of each star. Although
his brother Khed scoffed at such ideas, on nights like this, Jetay felt as though the stars were
watching him. He reached out with his mind forlornly towards them, but no one seemed to reach
back at first.And then came the kind of answer he had encountered before: not so much a direct
response as a kind of nudge, as if there was someone standing next to him and elbowing him in
the ribs, trying to get him to look at something. His attention zeroed in on a large, bright object in
the sky, larger than the fixed stars. It was moving fast, like an orbiting satellite, but he somehow
knew it wasn't that. He continued to stare, and then realized that there were actually two bright,



fast, objects: one bigger and brighter than the other. Faint flashes of light appeared between
them.There is a fight going on up there, he thought. Those are starships, and those flashes of
light are them shooting at each other.He found himself filled with a longing to help somehow.
Don't be ridiculous, he told himself. If some psychic with the power to teleport people had
transported you up to one of those ships, you wouldn't even know who to help or what to fight
for.Okay, you can let go of it now, Khed's voice sounded in his head. I think I found the
problem.You need me to move the array to a different position? Jetay asked him.Not right now,
Khed told him. Give your arms a rest. In a moment, I will need you to shift that thing, but I need to
fix something else first.Jetay carefully set the dish down next to the broken strut that was
supposed to support it. He reached for his binoculars, but then he remembered that Ularti, the
Vanner's owner, had taken them away and sold them for spare parts the day before.Jetay looked
around. There were only a few ships parked at the dingy spaceport, and no one from their crews
seemed to be outside except him. Even so, he turned his back on the spaceport and made sure
he was facing the empty prairie before he made his next move. An act of will summoned a
shimmering weapon, made of the energies of his mind, into his hand. His fingers closed around
the hilt even though it had no physical existence.He no longer remembered who had taught him
how to do this, but Khed had warned him not to let other people see him use his power. There
was something shameful about it, something sinister about the people who had taught him how
to do this. But on nights like tonight, with the stars looking down, the urge became
overwhelming: the urge to form a weapon with the power of his mind, and use it.Jetay raised the
weapon to his face, saluting the prairie before him. He moved into a fighting stance, working
through the drills he had been taught, one after another. The more he practiced, the faster and
more fluid his movements grew, and his mind seemed to grow faster and more fluid as well. He
had already armored his mind against telepaths and mindbenders when he got up this morning,
just as he had every morning, but he renewed his defenses now. It was a part of the fighting drills
he'd been taught so long ago, by people he no longer knew.If I were up there on one of those
ships now, I would know what to do, he thought confidently.Jetay? Is everything alright? Khed's
voice sounded in his head. I've been calling you for three minutes now.The weapon in Jetay's
hand vanished in a flicker of light.Sorry. I got distracted watching the sky, Jetay told his
brother.Please tell me you weren't doing anything stupid up there, Khed said, still speaking mind
to mind.There was a battle up in space, Jetay told him.He squinted upwards. He could no longer
see the pair of fast-moving dots of light in the sky. They seemed to have merged into one now,
and there were no longer flashes of light playing around the single bright dot which remained.I
think it's over now, he told Khed.Good to know, Khed replied. At least that way you won't get
distracted during the next part of this job.Jetay sighed.What do you need me to do? He asked
Khed, still speaking mind to mind. As Khed gave him instructions, the thought lingered in the
back of his head: I was meant for more than this. Both of us were meant for more than this.Khed
told his brother the angle and orientation he needed for the support strut, and asked Jetay to
weld it into place. He had left the tools for the welding job up there earlier.Khed hoped Jetay had



not knocked them off the top of the ship while he was horsing around. But if he had, Khed knew
that Jetay would not make a fuss about it, he would just climb down and collect the tools and get
back to work. The equipment was sturdy enough that it probably wouldn't be damaged if Jetay
had knocked them around.Khed knew perfectly well that Jetay had been practicing with his
mindblade up there. He couldn't read thoughts that his brother didn't want to share with him, but
he also knew the tone a message from Jetay's mind took on, when he was trying to hide
something. It was just as obvious as if his brother had been trying to lie to him out loud.Blast it,
Jetay, Khed thought to himself. Why do you have to be this way?The next moment, he regretted
thinking like that, even if his brother could not hear those particular thoughts.It was not Jetay's
fault that he was this way. The people who'd damaged his memory were the ones to blame, and
they were far too powerful to take revenge on. The High Council claimed that all the
mindbenders had been punished but Khed didn't believe that for a moment.That was why he
and Jetay were in hiding, out here in the frontier worlds. It was how they had gotten into debt to
Ularti, and how they ended up working for her. He had warned his brother not to use his
mindblade. People would think Jetay was one of the mindbenders, and they would persecute
him, maybe put him in jail. It would be worse if the mindbenders found out he was still alive, they
would hunt Jetay down and kill him, and that was if they were feeling merciful.The only good
news was that Jetay had gotten more cautious about practicing in recent years, and he had
gotten better at not getting caught. With some luck, no one at the space port would have seen
him, or if they did, they would choose not to meddle with creepy old Ularti and the men who
worked for her.Khed was used to living with the idea that life could blow up in his face at any
minute, so he squatted down on the deck and focused his attention on the wire work in front of
him. He was a mechomancer, so now that he'd located the faulty wires, he used his talent to see
exactly where the damage was, and which areas needed the insulation stripped off so he could
cut and re-splice them."Is it done yet?" He heard a woman's voice, shrill and raspy, behind
him."Almost done," he told Ularti, without looking up. "And in half the time any other engineer
would have done it. You're welcome.""Is this array going to stay put?" Ularti demanded. "The last
one fell off the moment we tried to lift out of an atmosphere."Khed took a deep breath. What he
was about to say could get him in trouble, but Ularti needed to hear it anyway.Jetay, he told his
brother telepathically. Don't come down here until I tell you. No matter what you hear or
sense.Khed? There was a worried tone to his brother's thoughts.No, really. Stay put. If you come
down here, you're only going to make things worse."I can't make any guarantees, as long as you
keep bringing me those cheap aftermarket struts," Khed said. "They can't withstand the same
stresses the rest of the ship can, especially with those high-end engines you had me install two
years ago."Don't talk to me like that, you brat!" Ularti snarled.Pain blossomed in Khed's head,
radiating outward from the indenture chip implanted at the back of his head. His hand shook and
the tool he'd been holding dropped to the deck with a clank. The sound seemed far away,
through the ringing in his earsSupposedly, the chip only told anyone who scanned it that Khed
had been indentured to Ularti for seven years' worth of labor, and had four years left to go. But



Ularti was a cybermancer, able to hack into most electronic devices with the power of her mind,
and she had somehow found a different use for the chip. She could use it to trigger the pain
centers in Khed's brain, whenever she got angry with him. She could do the same to his
brother.Through the pain, he heard Ularti ranting: "You know blazing well the reason we can't
afford better parts is because I'm paying down the loan on the new engines! And I wouldn't have
needed to take out that loan if I hadn't paid your fine and your brother's, too, and gotten you out
of jail on that space station three years ago! You two are nothing but a burden to me! I should
just space you!"Khed...? I've been trying to reach you for two minutes, Jetay spoke to him
telepathically. I'm coming down there.Khed tried to shove the pain to one side so he could
respond. No! Stay put! If you try to intervene, she'll just torture you too.I don't care, Jetay
retorted.In that case, she'll just torture me even more, because she knows it'll upset you, Khed
told Jetay. It was true. Ularti had done it before.Besides, Khed added. She's easing up now.That
part was also true. Ularti tended to lose focus as she ranted, and as her voice got louder and
less coherent, the pain in Khed's head faded.See? He told Jetay. It's gone now.This is no way to
live, Jetay told him grudgingly, and then went silent. He had probably gone back to work on the
welding job, knowing that the fastest way to placate Ularti would be to get the job done.As Khed
worked, the thought came to him: this is no way to live. Not for Jetay and not for me.The trouble
was that he couldn't see any way out of this mess, especially not with those indenture chips
Ularti had implanted in their heads. The thought came to him: there is always a way out.Khed
shoved that idea away, and focused on the work at hand.There is no way out, he told himself.
Not this time.Up on the deck of the Swan, Lady Lanati lunged forward with her collapsible spear.
She paid no attention to the jhamool fighting at her side, but focused on disabling the four
troopers who charged at her with boarding pikes. She knocked them back with graceful sweeps
of her chosen weapon, and struck at the seams in their armor with quick jabs. This was the
toughest fight of her life, all twenty-eight years of it, but she was determined not to let her
desperation show in the face of the enemy.She knew that Menevis stood behind her, with his
baton in hand, but that was a weapon of last resort for him. He was a beast handler, and his
main weapon was Annut, the jhamool he commanded. The jhamool resembled two exotic
beasts brought from the long-lost Homeworld. His body was that of a large brown bear, but he
had a falcon's beak instead of a muzzle, and he fought more ferociously than either of those
creatures.Out of the corner of her eye, she could see Annut knock a trooper down. The jhamool
jammed his beak into a chink in the man's armor, and the trooper stopped moving. Lanati
dispatched the last one still standing with a slashing stroke from her spear."We're lucky they
want us alive," she said."Oh really?" Menevis replied. "I find that difficult to believe, my lady.""If
they had wanted us dead, they would have just blasted our ship out of the sky and been done
with it," she told him. "The Swan doesn't have the firepower to stand up to even a privateer-grade
frigate like that one.""That part I had noticed," Menevis grumbled."Because they want us alive,
they had to send a boarding party to the Swan, and they couldn't use projectile weapons or
plasma weapons for fear of hitting the wrong part of the ship and blowing themselves up along



with us.""And...?" Menevis prompted, as if he couldn't quite see what she was driving
at."And...so we have a chance.""I'd feel better about our chances if I were sure they weren't
going to take us alive," Menevis said sourly. "You know what they're going to do to us when they
catch us.""You need to focus on all the possibilities, Menevis," Lanati told him cheerfully. "Not
just the bad ones. Remember: the best possible outcome is that we will actually manage to
make it to the escape pods.""And then they will blow us up the moment we launch in one,"
Menevis grumbled. "Or snatch us up with a tractor beam.""Don't worry, I have a plan for that too,"
Lanati said as she led him and the jhamool around the corner and down another corridor."And
does your precognition tell you that this particular plan is going to work?" Menevis asked."No, it
doesn't," Lanati admitted. "People like me are trained to see abstract possibilities, possible
branchings in history. Glimpses of our personal futures tend to be brief and unpredictable."Just
then another squad of troopers rounded the corner and Annut screamed in their faces, a high-
pitched sound like a woman being murdered. The troopers barely flinched, but Lanati lowered
her spear and went to work. Annut did the same, guided by Menevis' telepathic commands. A
few minutes later, they had reached the escape pods, leaving six more dead bodies behind
them.She pressed a button on her spear, and the fins of the spearhead retracted into the haft, so
that the weapon looked like a staff. She held down the other button, and the weapon collapsed
until it was just a baton, no longer than her forearm. She hooked it to her belt and went to work
on the controls of the escape pods.She set two of them to launch empty with a forty-second
launch delay. Then she ordered Menevis to get into the third one. It took a moment for Menevis
to telepathically order Annut into the pod, then secure the creature on the acceleration couch
and adjust the harness to fit him. While he was doing that, Lanati was disabling the launch delay
on their own pod. Then she closed the hatch, strapped herself in, and slammed her hand down
on the launch button.For a moment she was afraid that she had timed it wrong, but then the pod
lurched free of the ship. On the display above the control panel, she could see the other two
pods launching beside hers. The two empty pods were between the enemy frigate and her pod.
Her hands hovered over the controls. The pods were rugged, simple craft, with primitive rockets
for maneuvering thrusters as their only means of maneuvering once the Swan launched
them.Her only option required perfect timing. A pair of pale blue tractor beams lashed out from
the frigate, reaching towards the pods. The moment they touched the two empty pods, she
slammed all four maneuvering thrusters simultaneously. Her pod jumped away from the empty
pods and the tractor beams, plunging down into the atmosphere at an alarming speed.Annut
squawked, and Menevis cursed under his breath as the fragile pod lurched downward, out of
range of the tractor beams."Escaping from a Loyalist privateer only to be burned up in the
atmosphere doesn't strike me as the best idea you've ever had, my lady," he said."Stop
complaining," Lanati told him. "We are at far more risk of crashing into the planet than we are of
burning up in the atmosphere.""Oh, that's reassuring," Menevis muttered under his breath.Lanati
ignored him. Instead, she frantically worked the thrusters, trying to reorient the pod so that its tail
rather than its nose was pointed towards the ground. She overdid it, and sent it into a backward



spin, but a little pressure on the thrusters in the opposite direction managed to stop the spin and
stabilize it at the angle she wanted. The trouble was that she had now burned off the fuel
asymmetrically. Each thruster had its own fuel reserve. She could only soften their landing by
firing all four thrusters simultaneously, and she could only do that as long as all four thrusters still
had fuel. Trying to burn the remaining three after the partially empty one had failed would only
end badly.With the ground rushing towards her, she slammed all four of the thrusters together,
trying to slow her landing. She didn't ease off the other three thrusters quite fast enough when
the partially empty one failed. The pod tipped sideways as it crashed into the ground, and she
knocked her head against the side panel of the pod. The world went black around
her.CHAPTER TWOOn the bridge of the captured Swan, Essem paced impatiently back and
forth."Sir, the ship's computer has no information about the mission, beyond the flight plan that
brought it to Dahar," the technician told him. "It's not even clear where they planned to go from
here."Essem nodded curtly."I wasn't expecting you to find much," he said. "I'm guessing Lady
Lanati was briefed verbally, by her associates, and I would be surprised if she even shared the
details with her staff.""There you are," said a petulant voice and Essem turned to see his first
officer glaring up at him.Prasati was a petite, attractive woman, or at least Essem had found her
attractive back when they were both first assigned to the privateer frigate Sickle. She had
seemed to find him appealing as well, and they had been involved briefly before he realized that
she wanted his job a lot more than she wanted him. He always wondered how he had failed to
notice the look of smug entitlement in her hazel eyes when she first came aboard. Her family
was a co-owner of the frigate, and had assigned her to look after their interests aboard ship. She
seemed to think she should have been given command of the ship outright."Your place is aboard
the Sickle," he told her firmly. "It's not appropriate for both the executive officer and the captain to
be off the ship at the same time."Prasati ignored him, and turned to the tall figure behind her, the
one in gleaming red armor Essem had been trying not to look at, and said: "Do you see how he
treats me, Deshraat?""Shipboard discipline does not concern me, Commander Prasati." The
deep voice issued from a speaker in the chestplate of the tall figure's armor. "All I want to know is
who is responsible for the failure to secure the escape pods."Essem glared at Prasati. Every
time Deshraat had a grievance, she aimed the powerful Red Knight at Essem, knowing Essem
could not afford to offend him. Deshraat had come to them with this job on behalf of the High
Council, and he was the one paying Essem's salary at the moment."The defenders of the Swan
are mostly to blame for that, if you want to talk about blame," Essem said. "They fought us for
every inch of this ship, and we did not manage to get a squad down to the pods in time to head
off Lady Lanati.""In other words, we didn't have enough troopers to secure this ship," Deshraat
said.Prasati shot Essem a smug look, as if she had been the one to win an argument with him.
He ignored her and said to Deshraat: "You were present for the discussion between myself and
my first officer, when we agreed to leave half our boarding troops on the Sickle. There was a risk
that the Swan's defenders would try to hijack our ship, and we hoped to guard against that
risk."Holding back half the boarding troops had been Prasati's idea. She was paranoid at the



idea of not having enough people around her, apparently convinced that Essem would have her
assassinated at any minute.Her fears were misplaced: the entire reason why Essem
commanded a lowly frigate for a privateer syndicate, instead of joining the Star Navy, was
because he didn't play games like that. His father Admiral Khopesh had been recruited into the
newly formed Star Navy, after a legendary career in the local system defense force, and had
managed to dodge most of the Star Navy's internal politics. Essem knew that he himself would
not be so lucky, so he had ended up on the Sickle instead."I wish you'd just let me blow them
up," Prasati complained."No," Deshraat insisted. "My orders are to take Lady Lanati alive for
interrogation. We must learn what her mission is, and seek out and arrest all the contacts she
was supposed to meet. I don't know what the Partisans want so badly, that they would send a
deputy-nomarch like Lanati to acquire it, but the High Council must have it. They will have it."This
mission would be a lot simpler if we could do what Prasati wants, Essem thought, but Deshraat
was their employer for this job, and they had to do what he said. If it helped keep the Partisans
from starting a civil war, it would be worth the trouble it caused."What are you thinking, Essem?"
Deshraat asked, in that deep, inhuman voice of his.Essem always found it disconcerting when
Deshraat said things like that. Essem forced himself to look at the blank red faceplate of the Red
Knight's armor, as if there was an actual face there. He kept his face deadpan, more for the sake
of his dignity than any idea that he was keeping secrets from the armored psychic."It had
occurred to me that there might be value in letting Lady Lanati run on her own for a while," he
said. "She might lead us to her next contact.""Wouldn't it be so much quicker just to capture her
and question her?" Prasati asked. "After all, Deshraat here can get information out of any one in
the wink of an eye."Essem suppressed a shudder. He had seemed Deshraat do that at least
once, and he had not enjoyed the experience.As usual, Deshraat ignored Prasati's flattery. It was
the only redeeming trait he seemed to have, from what Essem had seen."Essem is correct,"
Deshraat said. "Lady Lanati is a powerful psychic. She has almost certainly been trained to resist
interrogation, no matter how unpleasant it becomes. And there is always the risk that when she
is captured, her contacts will make other arrangements.""Yes," Essem said. "They might go into
hiding, and we'd have the very blazes of a time trying to catch them.""But if we stay one step
behind her, her contacts will fall into our hands easily." Deshraat said. The mechanized voice
sounded almost pleased."It's a risky plan but I'm open to it if you are, Sir Knight.""So be it,"
Deshraat said. "We will wait in orbit, and see what bolt-hole she comes out of next."The
throbbing pain in her head jolted Lanati awake. She lifted her head and looked around. The
stuttering lights in the crashed pod only made her head throb worse. She tapped her headset,
and got a double beep, indicating that there was no local network service but that the headset
was still functional and could transmit on unsecured radio waves."Menevis? Annut?" She asked.
"Is everyone alright?"The jhamool made a grumbling hoot deep in his throat, seemingly
unharmed. His dense fur had probably protected him from bruising, and Menevis had secured
the beast's harness well, better than he had his own. Menevis had been knocked unconscious in
the impact, the same as Lanati had.By the time Lanati had unfastened her harness, Menevis



was already stirring.He groaned, and held his hand to his head. "Now what have you done, my
lady?" He asked."Cheer up, Menevis," Lanati said. "We're still alive and we're still free. For the
moment.""My lady is always so reassuring," Menevis grumbled.Only her upbringing kept Lanati
from rolling her eyes. She didn't want anything bad to happen to Menevis. After all, his mother
was a cousin of Lanati's father, and Lanati addressed her as "aunt" whenever she met her. She
really didn't wish any harm on Annut either. But if she was going to be stranded in the middle of
nowhere on a frontier planet with the Loyalists baying at her heels, there were several members
of her protection detail she would rather have with her than Menevis. In spite of being two years
old than her, he was inexperienced, unimaginative, and a chronic complainer, although she had
to admit that he had a better excuse for the complaining right now than he usually did."Now what
do we do?" Menevis asked, as he staggered to his feet and freed Annut from its harness.Lanati
squinted at the flickering display in front of her. "If I'm reading this correctly, there is a small town
and trading center about ten miles south of us. It also has a decent-sized spaceport. No major
security measures. It's the kind of place where a couple of drifters and a jhamool won't get flung
into jail on sight. We should be able to find passage to the capitol easily there.""Why go to the
capitol at all?" Menevis asked. "We've got a highly professional privateer breathing down our
necks, ready to snatch us up and deliver us over to the High Council. That privateer has Star
Navy connections if I had to guess. His frigate has stealth engines and managed to spoof our
sensors almost flawlessly. We didn't see it until it was practically on top of us.""You're probably
right," Lanati said. "But my mission on this planet is to meet was someone at the capital.""What
makes you think they'd be willing to meet with you after this mess?" Menevis asked.Because my
contact is with the embassy for Hedjet, my birth planet. I outrank him, she thought. Aloud, she
said: "Let's just say that I have my reasons for believing that he'll still want to meet.""And how
exactly are you proposing that we get to the spaceport?" Menevis asked.Lanati glanced at his
stiff, knee-high uniform boots, and grimaced with sympathy. Menevis' footwear looked like they
would chafe. The lightweight moccasins she wore were at least comfortable although she didn't
think they'd hold up to a trip across the prairie that well."You're not going to like this part," she
said. "We're going to have to walk.""At night?" Menevis asked indignantly."It wouldn't be my first
choice either," Lanati said. "But we've got to put some distance between ourselves and this
escape pod, if we don't want to end up in a nice holding cell aboard that privateer frigate."Lanati
unhooked her spear and extended it to about waist-height. She left the spearhead retracted. She
suspected she would need a walking stick before this was all over, and the spear was the only
thing she had handy that might work.The airlock on the wrecked escape pod faced west. The
inner door cycled open when she worked the controls, but the outer door groaned and slid back
only a hand's width. She levered the outer door open with her staff, muttering some very
unladylike words under her breath. Lanati staggered out of the pod...and found herself caught in
a glare of light. She heard Menevis and Annut stumble out behind her, heard a loud curse from
Menevis and a hoot from Annut."Be quiet, both of you," Lanati told them. Her eyes were
beginning to adjust to the blaze of light, and she could see a herd of broad, hairy beasts



chewing placidly on the other side of the light source. The animals were red-roan in color,
standing taller than Menevis at the shoulder. Their wide heads were topped with bony crests that
rose from the back of their skulls, crowned with sharp horns. She realized that she was looking
at a herd of Dahar's most successful product: the crowncattle, famous throughout settled space
for the quality of their meat. If neutered, the beasts could even be broken to bridle and saddle,
although the riding animals didn't make particularly good steaks.The animal closest to her had a
trio of painfully bright spotlights strapped to its crest, and Lanati could dimly make out a human
shape on its back, holding a rifle.The dim figure spoke. "You're from the losing side of that space
battle, aren't you?""That is none of your concern," Menevis snapped."Menevis, stop being rude.
That's an order," Lanati snapped back at him. She addressed herself to the man on the
crownsteer. "Sir, I apologize for the manners of my colleague. We mean you no harm. We just
want to leave your land as quickly as possible.""It isn't my land," the stranger said. "It's open
range. At least for now. Maybe not for much longer, with the High Council pressuring the frontier
worlds to get civilized and fence everything in so they can tax it easier. They keep saying they
want the money to build up that new Star Navy of theirs. Why do we need that? Every planet I
ever heard of already pays taxes to their local government to keep the system patrol ships flying.
I think it's some kind of power grab by the High Council.""I see," Lanati said. It looked like this
man didn't hold her enemies in high regard."The amateur broadcasters here on Dahar have
been chattering about the space battle for hours," the stranger told her. "They say the frigate is a
privateer called the Sickle, with letters of marque from the High Council itself. They say the
Council sent a privateer instead of the Star Navy because the Star Navy thought chasing down a
diplomatic transport was beneath them.""What else do the broadcasters say?" Lanati asked
cautiously."They say the privateer has a Red Knight onboard, vid-calling our System Council at
all hours, throwing his weight around, threatening everybody in the system with death and
dismemberment if they don't help him."Lanati felt a chill run down her spine. Like most people,
she had learned to hate the psychic White Knights, after the mindbender scandal exposed their
cruel, corrupt behavior. The Red Knights were supposedly a reformed, superior replacement for
them. Unlike most people, Lanati knew that the Red Knights were even worse than what they
had replaced."They say the other ship came from Hedjet, and that the people onboard are
Partisans and enemies of the people." The stranger paused to spit and curse. "Enemies of the
people! Enemies of the High Council, more like!""If you have Partisan sympathies..." Menevis
began, but the other man cut him off."I don't have sympathies, not political ones. I just don't like
the High Council, or their precious Red Knights. I aim to spite that Red Knight by stampeding my
crowncattle over that wreckage behind you. He won't know what to make of what's left after
that."Lanati gasped. She'd heard stories about the destructive force of a crowncattle stampede.
They might not be able to do much to an intact escape pod, but a pod as badly damaged as
hers would be battered apart and trampled into small pieces, without much risk to the animals
themselves. The rampaging crowncattle would be protected by their hard, flat feet and dense,
hairy coats."You have an hour to get out of the area," the stranger told Lanati calmly. "I don't aim



to harm you or your friends, but I also don't plan to wait forever for you to get out of the
way.""Why you insolent knave!" Menevis sputtered."Menevis, enough!" Lanati said. She told the
stranger: "Thank you for the warning and the information. If you'll excuse us, we need to get
moving.""Please do," the stranger told her sarcastically.She tapped her headset and said:
"Compass function.""West," it answered. She turned until it said "South." Then she started to
walk, setting as brisk a pace as she dared. She didn't look back, but she could hear Menevis
and Annut moving through the tall grass behind her. An hour later, she judged that they had
covered about two miles. She felt the ground rumble beneath her and, off in the distance, she
could hear the bellowing of angry crowncattle. The rancher had done what he said he would."At
least the Red Knight won't be able to make much sense out of the wreckage," Menevis said with
a sigh. "The knave was right about that.""We must keep moving," Lanati told him, and started
walking again.CHAPTER THREEThe sun was rising by the time Lanati and Menevis staggered
up to the edge of the spaceport, each with one hand on the jhamool's shoulders. Menevis was
limping, but he still held himself as stiffly upright as ever, as if he were providing security for
Lanati in high society back on their home planet. Lanati had discarded the tattered remains of
her moccasins an hour ago, and now walked barefoot. She did not hold herself as rigidly as
Menevis, but she kept her head high and did her best to hide the soreness and
exhaustion.Annut seemed to be the only one not in pain from the long hike, although he had
gotten pretty grubby on the trip towards the starport, and he was covered in burrs up to his
knees. It had been a chilly night up on the high prairie, and Lanati's ceremonial robes and
Menevis's uniform had just about been enough to keep them warm.Lanati hoped they would find
a ride quickly. Both because it was their best chance of escaping from their pursuers, and
completing the mission, and also because the open country would get very hot during the day.
The heat would stress Annut, with his layers of heavy fur, and be uncomfortable for her and
Menevis in these clothes"Well, you were right about one thing," Menevis said. "This is a place
with no security measures and nothing to keep people from stowing away on whatever ship they
wanted.""We're not going to stow away," Lanati said. "With Annut along, the ship's crew would
catch us in no time and they would have no qualms about handing us over to the authorities. And
no hijacking either," she added, just as Menevis opened his mouth."How did you know I was
going to suggest that?" He asked.She smirked. "Precognition. Plus, I know you, cousin."What
little imagination Menevis had went into coming up with elaborate scenarios that cast himself as
a brutal but effective anti-hero. Pity he didn't have the skillset to carry his fantasies off in real
life.The first ship they approached had a captain with an honest face, but he took one look at the
dirty, shaggy jhamool and said: "Those things are dangerous. I'm not letting one aboard my
ship."The next one said nothing about the jhamool but ogled Lanati quite openly, to the point
where Menevis interposed himself and Annut in front of her and said loudly that they were not
interested after all. If he had been only her distant cousin, Lanati would have scolded him for
undermining her authority, but he was also her bodyguard, and her safety was his responsibility.
She had to let him do his job, at least when it wouldn't interfere with her mission.The third ship



had a female captain. It looked well maintained, and the captain herself seemed competent and
professional. The woman made sympathetic noises when Lanati, for the third time that morning,
told a largely untrue story about being a tourist caught in a flyer crash out on the prairie, and how
she and her friend needed to get back to the capital as soon as possible because they had
promised to meet up with their friends.The woman was in final negotiations with Lanati, when a
vision suddenly flashed across Lanati's mind, blocking out the scene in front of her. The ship's
captain still stood there but her face was contorted with rage. The space behind her was no
longer the curved exterior hull of her ship, with a backdrop of dirt and prairie, but the corridors on
the inside of a ship, with hard-faced men and women all around the captain, glaring at Lanati
with unfriendly eyes."Partisan scum!" The woman snarled as she raised a long, crooked dagger
towards Lanati's face. Lanati glanced down, and saw Menevis and Annut lying dead at her feet.
Then the vision ended, just as abruptly as it had started."Is something wrong?" The ship's
captain asked. The look of genuine concern on her face seemed surreal after the anger she had
shown in that vision.Lanati shook her head. "I'm just tired from walking," she said. "And maybe a
little bit shaken by the crash."She was lying. These visions came to her at times because of her
precognitive abilities. Lanati had been taught that any vision this vivid represented something
that was extremely likely to happen and soon.The captain was sympathetic, but Lanati noticed
that the captain didn't let her sympathy keep her from trying to negotiate the best deal she could
with Lanati.It wasn't hard for Lanati to pretend that the captain was asking too high a price for her
to pay, and move on with Menevis and Annut trailing behind her."What was all that about?"
Menevis demanded. "That woman was the best prospect we're likely to get.""She certainly was,"
Lanati said. "Unfortunately, she's not on our side."Menevis didn't ask her to elaborate on that.
Lanati kept on walking, towards the last ship on this side of the starportat the edge of the dirt
field. It was an ungainly long-range hauler, with a kind of squashed saucer shape, wider than it
was long. The ship perched awkwardly on the long, narrow engines that were mounted on the
underside of the saucer at the left and right edges. This was a forty-year-old design, and as
anonymous-looking as freighters came. There were tens of thousands of ships like this, traveling
all across Settled Space. Lanati could not have asked for a more anonymous-looking ride.Lanati
noticed that it was better armed than usual for this type of freighter, with four small weapons
turrets rising like blisters from the upper half of the saucer. The turrets would probably be plasma
blasters, the least effective type of weapon but the cheapest to run because all they did was
channel plasma from the ship's reactor up into the blasters and out towards the ship's
enemies.The communications array that sat at the front of the upper side, was badly burned,
and it swayed dangerously in the prairie wind as if it were going to break off at any minute. Lanati
could see the raised lip of the ship's docking collar on the topside, and wondered if the comm
array would interfere with docking maneuvers. Devices like that were supposed to retract when
necessary, but she didn't think she'd trust this one to do what it was supposed to."You can't
possibly think that garbage scow is safe to fly in," Menevis grumbled.Lanati shrugged. "I might
as well check out all the options," she said. "It's a long walk around to the ships on the other side



of the starport."On this type of light freighter, the boarding ramp would be at the rear. Sure
enough, when she walked around to the back end, the ramp was open with a man sitting
sprawled on it towards the bottom, his feet propped against the dirt field. He looked to be in his
mid-thirties.Judging by the grubby overalls he wore, Lanati did not think this man was the
captain. Most freighter captains did not have uniforms, but they made some effort to look the
part when they were in port. They wore suits, and tidied themselves up, especially when they
were looking to take on crew or passengers.This man must have shaved at some point in the
recent past, because he did have a shaggy mustache, but the layer of stubble across the rest of
his face told Lanati that he hadn't shaved in the last couple of days. He wore a basic headset,
the kind that was just an earpiece with a slender microphone extending towards the mouth, but
instead of being in his ear, it dangled from a lanyard around his neck.Apparently, he wasn't
planning on using it anytime soon. He had been watching them with interest as they
approached, and when it became clear that Lanati and Menevis wanted to speak to him, he
stood up and stepped out of the shadow of the ship with a slight bow and a friendly smile full of
white teeth, rather disconcerting in his unkempt face. There was a kind of distant sadness in his
dark eyes, that the smile didn't reach. Up close, he looked to be in his early thirties.Whoever the
captain of this ship is, it's someone who makes this man look good by comparison, Lanati
thought. That's scary. But still, I have to try.She told her story for the fourth time, claiming once
again to be a rich tourist out on the prairie out on the prairie with her security detail. Her rented
flyer had crashed last night, and she needed to get back to the capital before her friends got
worried.The man listened respectfully, but she had the impression that he didn't quite believe
her. That didn't matter to her right now, but if the Loyalists decided to put out a reward for her and
Menevis, it might matter later on."You know, I'm not actually sure your ship is the right choice for
us," she said. "Because we really need to get back to the capitol in a hurry. This ship doesn't look
like it goes anywhere in a hurry."The man grinned good-naturedly at that. It occurred to Lanati
that underneath the mustache and stubble he was rather good-looking. Like Menevis, he had a
long, angular face that seemed to be mostly nose and cheekbone but, unlike Menevis, the nose
and the cheekbones were straight and well-shaped, and this man had enough chin to balance
them out. People called Menevis "hatchet-faced" when they wanted to flatter him, but to Lanati
his face had always looked more like a lumpy piece of scrap metal. This man, properly cleaned
up, would wear the "hatchet face" label rather elegantly."Oh, the ship can move fast enough in a
straight line," the man said, "Which is all you would need to get to the capital from here.
Turning...well, the Vanner's not so good at that. And she's not my ship in any case. She belongs
to Ularti and Ularti would be the one making the final decision about taking on any
passengers."That raised Lanati's eyebrows even further. A female captain or ship owner was an
asset to any ship trying to take on passengers, because people tended to find women less
threatening and assume that they wouldn't mistreat a paying customer. Lanati felt this was an
unwise assumption to make, because in her experience men and women then tended to lie and
cheat, steal and backstab to about the same degree. However, a female captain usually



provided a better "face" of the ship when talking to passengers. Why had this woman left the job
to a pleasant but shabby crewman?"How big is the crew on this ship?" Lanati asked."Just Ularti
and me and my brother Khed," the man said. "My name is Jetay."Lanati said she was pleased to
meet him, and shook his hand. Even though she wasn't telepathic, she could practically feel the
vibrations of disapproval emanating from Menevis as she gave Jetay her real first name, which
was common enough in the Known Worlds, but not the family name or title that might tip him off
to her real identity.Jetay frowned slightly. "Oh, I forgot. Ularti keeps a robot around for heavy
lifting but it's recharging right now, and I don't think Ularti would take it out of storage to help you
get your stuff onboard. But it's alright. You guys don't seem to have enough luggage to need the
help anyway."Lanati thought that over. Part of the problem with the last ship was that it had a full
crew complement, all loyal to their captain and hostile to the Partisans. That was what her vision
had shown her. The Vanner on the other hand didn't seem to be fully crewed. If it came to some
sort of fight between her people and the Vanner's crew, it would be nearly even odds.She
glanced at Jetay, taking in his rangy, muscular build. It wouldn't do to underestimate him of
course, she thought. This is one who would probably put up a good fight. He's more formidable
than he looked at first, lounging on the boarding ramp of the Vanner.And then another vision
flashed across her mind, so fast and so vivid that it nearly took her breath away.Jetay stood
before her framed by the metal walls of a grubby little shop. His mustache was trimmed and he
was otherwise clean-shaven. He looked like he had bathed recently, and he wore the uniform of
a space-captain of the Partisan Alliance, along with a look of stern authority. Then the vision
switched off, just as abruptly as it started, and she found herself standing behind the Vanner,
while Menevis tried to find out from Jetay what Ularti would actually charge in order to transport
them to the capital.Lanati blinked. It was very rare for her to have two visions so close together,
especially ones this sharp and clear."I really couldn't tell you what we would charge for a trip like
that," Jetay was saying to Menevis. "Ularti makes up her mind on a case by case basis, and I'd
hate to steer you wrong by telling you something she didn't have in mind. I do know that your job
sounds like easy money and she doesn't usually leave that on the table. You're welcome to step
inside and meet with Ularti in her cabin, if you want.""If she's resting, we can come back later,"
Lanati said, breaking hastily into the conversation. "We don't have to bother her right now."Jetay
shook his head. "No bother at all. She's just a little busy right now and left me in charge of the
meet and greets for reasons of her own…," he said, his voice trailing away nervously at the
end.He looked shyly at the ground, as if he knew for a fact what Lanati had already guessed:
that the mysterious Ularti sent him out here to greet people because she knew they wouldn't find
him threatening.Menevis was just opening his mouth to say something unhelpful, when Lanati
cut in and said: "We'd be happy to meet Captain Ularti. We may not be able to come to an
agreement, but I'd rather meet with her and find out for sure than go away wondering.""Are you
sure the jhamool wouldn't be a problem for Ularti?" Menevis asked."Why would he be?" Jetay
said. "We've hauled our share of animals, even a few like that fellow there."He reached out
towards Annut, but the jhamool opened his beak wide and shut it with a snap. Jetay pulled back



his hand practically at light speed. He frowned at the jhamool, seeming more puzzled than
angry, and then the crewman seemed to catch sight of the smirk on Menevis's face. Jetay's
frown deepened, but the puzzlement seemed to leave him, as if he understood that Menevis
was somehow behind Annut's misbehavior. Lanati wondered if Jetay was psychic himself.Lanati
met Menevis's eyes, and frowned. Annut was properly trained, and didn't normally snap at
strangers unless his handler told him to. It wasn't the first time Menevis had telepathically
prodded Annut into threatening someone Menevis didn't approve of."All three of you might as
well come up the ramp," Jetay said. "It's as good a time as any to find out whether your beastie
doesn't like the smell of the Vanner or something."The ramp led up to the cargo bay, a greasy,
stuffy space with large metal shipping containers locked to the floor. Most of them were the kind
that were big enough to double as a small house on a particularly poor colony, and had a sliding
door on the narrow end, so that their owners could go inside and inventory the contents. Even
under the flickering overhead lights, Lanati could see that most of the containers were dusty,
which meant that they were either empty, or they held supplies for the ship that didn't get used
very often: spare parts, perhaps, or something like that. The door to one of the big, dusty
containers was open, and a short man stepped out of it, carrying an armload of tools."This is my
brother Khed," Jetay said. "Hi, Khed. We might be taking on a couple passengers. This is Lanati,
and this is Menevis. They have a beastie with them.""The jhamool is Annut," Menevis put
in.Lanati suspected he had been annoyed by Jetay using a cutesy word like "beastie" to refer to
Annut.Khed look them up and down while Jetay passed along Lanati's version of what she was
doing here and what kind of help she needed.The two brothers didn't look alike aside from both
being bronze-skinned, wiry men. Most of their ancestors would have belonged to the dominant
ethnic group who had been taken into space - the people of Egypt - rather than to the minority
groups who came from the lands north and south of Egypt. They had similar mannerisms, but
Khed's face was softer and rounder than his brother and he seemed to be eight or nine years
younger than Jetay. Khed had shrewd, hard eyes, and he listened to Lanati's cover story, as
retold by Jetay, with a cynical air.It worried Lanati more than Jetay's mild skepticism about the
same story. Jetay had seemed to realize that she was lying to him, but he hadn't seemed
offended by it or particularly interested in finding out what the truth was. To him, lying about
herself was just a thing she had done, along was showing up in the middle of nowhere, leaning
on a staff, with a scowling man and a jhamool trailing behind her.Khed on the other hand
seemed to be actively wondering who she was and why she was giving this account of herself.
Lanati didn't have to be a telepath to see what going through his mind.What's this woman up to?
He seemed to be thinking. And what's in it for me and mine?"Well, we can always use the work,
and Ularti can always use the money," Khed said finally. "I'd welcome you all aboard but there's
no guarantee that Ularti will agree to take you on."Jetay led them forward, past a ladder which
seemed to lead up to the docking collar on the topside, and then through a sliding door that
opened into a series of somewhat cleaner corridors.The crew quarters will be behind those
doors, along with any guest cabins, Lanati thought.Jetay stopped at the door closest to the



cargo bay, and pushed the buzzer next to it."I'm surprised your captain doesn't want to be closer
to the cockpit," Lanati said."Why don't you people talk to each other with headsets?" Menevis
asked.Jetay looked embarrassed. "Ularti doesn't like headsets and doesn't use them. My brother
and I aren't using them right now because the internal wireless network is down. As for the cabin
assignments,Ularti prefers to be close to the cargo bay so she can keep an eye on her, uh,
investments," he said. "She leaves the flying to me, mostly."Sounds like she's addicted to
something she stockpiles in the cargo bay, Lanati thought. If Ularti had any sense, she'd want to
be closer to the cockpit, to prevent those two from mutinying.That didn't reflect well on Ularti and
her crew, but Lanati didn't have a lot of options.The door slid open, and Lanati realized that her
guess had been correct. A couch stood at the far end of the cabin, locked to the floor. A stocky,
muscular woman, just starting to go to fat, lounged on it with a tablet in her hand. The floor was
littered with discarded injectors and food wrappers, all the way from the door to the sofa. Ularti
had a square, unlovely face set in a scowl. She had flushed cheeks, and was scratching the
insides of her elbows, the marks of a sonsa addict.She said in a shrill, unpleasant voice: "What
are you waiting for? Come in!"CHAPTER FOURJetay led the visitors into Ularti's cabin, trying to
discreetly kick some of the junk on the floor out of their path. The woman called Lanati was
barefoot, and he didn't want her to accidentally step on an injector. Ularti sometimes wore a set
of poisoned claw weapons on her knuckles; he didn't see them now and hoped she had put
them somewhere safe.He was also afraid that the jhamool might play with the junk on the floor,
but its handler, the one called Menevis, must have sent the right commands to it, because it
picked its way carefully across the floor without trying to eat the food wrappers or gnaw on the
injectors.Jetay felt embarrassed by the whole business. He wasn't sure whether he was more
embarrassed for Ularti, who was going to have to negotiate with paying customers with her body
pumped full of sonsa drugs, or for himself for working for her.By the time the group reached the
sofa, Ularti had raised herself into a sitting position and shook hands with Lanati and Menevis.
Jetay didn't like what he'd seen of Menevis. He was pretty sure that the other man was psychic
and had used his abilities to sic the jhamool on him earlier.Even so, Jetay couldn't help feeling a
twinge of pity for Menevis, as Ularti grabbed his hand in her dirty, clammy grip, and squeezed as
hard as she could. Menevis's look of abject horror and wince of pain, contrasted sharply with the
way Lanati hadn't even blinked when Ularti had done the same thing to her. After the
introductions were made, Lanati started into the same story she had told Jetay, and Jetay could
see from Ularti's face that she didn't believe it anymore than he had.Oh, it was a good story. It
mostly worked with the kind of person Lanati appeared to be. The way she was dressed in those
formal robes, Jetay could believe she was a wealthy socialite taking a rented flyer too far inland
and managing to crash it. He could also believe that Menevis was her bodyguard: certainly, the
dark high-collared tunic and trousers and knee-high boots were the kind of thing bodyguards
seemed to wear.But the average civilian didn't have an animal handler or a jhamool in their
bodyguard detail, especially not as the lead bodyguard unit, and the average civilian didn't carry
a metal staff that was very obviously some kind of weapon, the way Lanati did."You poor thing,"



Ularti said to Lanati, without a trace of sympathy in her voice. "Of course we can get you to the
capital. How soon do you need us to leave? Do you need shoes? I have a brand-new pair of
boots in storage. I bought them a while ago, but they pinched me."This surprised Jetay.Why are
you being so helpful, Ularti? He thought. Usually she played hard to get when dealing with a
passenger in a desperate situation, to prod them into meeting her price."We are ready to leave
whenever you are," Lanati answered. "I have friends back in the capital who will be worried about
me, and I'd rather get back there before they did anything embarrassing, like send out a search
party for me."Then Lanati and Ularti got down to haggling over price. Jetay could tell that Lanati
didn't have a lot of experience with this, but he wasn't surprised. He'd always thought that high
class people like her simply paid whatever was asked."So, we're agreed on half now and half on
arrival?" Lanati asked. "And remember, I'm paying you for a pair of boots as well as transport to
the capital.""We're agreed on that...if your money will transfer to my account," Ularti said.She
handed Lanati her tablet. Jetay could see that the screen was showing a contract and transfer
program, linked to the temporary bank account Ularti had set up on this planet. The amount was
already entered; all Lanati would have to do was put in her own account number and tap the
onscreen box labeled "I agree.""You're welcome to add your thumbprint if you like," Ularti said.
"My tablet does have a biometric scanner.""Thank you, but that won't be necessary," Lanati said
firmly.Ularti's scowl softened, and her lips seemed to twitch into a smile. Apparently, she found
Lanati's dislike for biometrics interesting.Lanati quickly tapped out a series of numbers on the
tablet, then tapped the box marked "I agree" and handed it back.Ularti's eyebrows went up. "An
anonymous one-use transfer code," she said. "That's interesting.""It was a security measure my
family gave me, before sending me here on vacation," Lanati said. "They felt that if I managed to
get myself into some kind of trouble that was...embarrassing, I should have the means to get
myself out of it in a way that wouldn't bring too much publicity down on the family.""It seems like
overkill for a simple flyer crash," Ularti said. She didn't quite make it a question."The
embarrassing part isn't the flyer crash," Lanati said cheerfully. "The embarrassing part is that I
borrowed the flyer from the person who rented it originally. He's a very close friend of mine, of
course, but my family doesn't approve and would rather our names not be linked together in the
media."Ularti shot her a quizzical look."I hope the friend who rented the flyer is handsome
enough to make all this trouble you're putting yourself through worthwhile," she said.Lanati
produced a giggle. To Jetay, it sounded forced and insincere."Of course he is," Lanati said.Great
story, Jetay thought, but I still don't believe a word of it.He couldn't have explained why he didn't
believe in the boyfriend any more than he did in the flyer crash, except that there was something
stern and ruthless just beneath the surface of the woman called Lanati. It showed in the fact that
Lanati had hiked all night from wherever the crash site was to the spaceport, wearing out her
shoes in the process. It even showed in the way she took Ularti's hand without flinching.And that
sternness didn't belong to the kind of person who flirted with rich young men and borrowed
flyers from them for a night jaunt. No, Lanati might want him and Ularti to think that she was a
silly young thing with more money than sense, but anyone could see that whatever else she was,



Lanati wasn't silly."Well," Ularti said, "now that's settled. Did you have any suggestions as to
where in the capital we could drop you off?""Close to the Garden District would be nice," Lanati
said."I believe I can probably arrange that," Ularti said. "In the meantime, go talk to Khed about
your new shoes. He'll know where to find them, and can direct you to the cockpit once you put
them on. There are some passenger seats at the back of the cockpit. Those would be the most
comfortable place to ride out a short hop in atmosphere like this.""What about Annut?" Lanati
asked."What about him?" Ularti answered. "The seats have adjustable harnesses. you can strap
him into one. Sorting that out is your business. In the meantime, I'd like to consult with my pilot
here for a few minutes about which starport would work best for where you want to go."After
Lanati and her group had stepped out of the cabin, Jetay got up the courage to ask: "Ularti, what
exactly are you planning?"Ularti chuckled deep in her throat."Isn't it obvious?" She said. "That
young woman may or may not have friends in high places, but she definitely has enemies in high
places. While we're enroute to the capital, I'll link in to the planetary comm system and see if
there are any 'fugitives from justice' with a bounty on their heads, who look like the young lady or
her friend.""So, you're planning on getting paid twice," Jetay said. "Once by the lady and once by
her enemies.""Was that you disapproving of me?" Ularti asked. "Remember, I hold your
indentures. You don't get a vote here, and your opinion counts for about as much as one of those
empty injectors down there on the floor.""I guess I just don't understand why you do the things
you do," Jetay said. "You take on all kinds of thugs and mobsters as passengers, have me take
them wherever they want to go, no questions asked, and you never tattle to their enemies. But
the minute you run across some harmless young woman with money, you're going to double-
cross her?""Of course," Ularti said. "If I'd double-crossed those thugs and mob bosses you
disapprove of, I'd wind up dead. The best reason to double-cross that nice young lady is
because she won't double-cross me first, and she certainly isn't capable of evening the score
when I do."I wouldn't be so sure of that, Jetay thought, but he didn't say it out loud."Why the
frowning face?" Ularti sneered. "What's it to you whether anything bad happens to her?"Because
it's wrong, Jetay thought, but that was the kind of thing he had trouble talking about. He could try
to explain it to Khed and maybe Khed would understand, but there was no chance of making
Ularti understand what was bothering him.Aloud, he simply said: "I don't think she's as easy a
target as she looks. Anyone with an animal handler as part of their security detail hires some
expensive bodyguards.""And yet she's running around with only the one," Ularti said. "Isn't that
interesting?""It is," Jetay said. "I just don't think it means it's safe to double-cross her.""Aw, she
has you all hot and bothered, Jetay," Ularti said, her tone mocking. "You're always a sap for any
pretty woman who sets foot on this ship.""Since when has any pretty woman done that?" Jetay
asked.Lanati's more than pretty, though, he thought. She's beautiful.Lanati was tall and slender,
coming up almost to Jetay's shoulder, with large, dark eyes that seemed to see everything, set in
a heart-shaped face with a strong jaw and full lips. Her skin was about the same color as his
own, but he suspected she had a more varied ancestry than he did, because she looked like a
combination of all the three peoples who had been taken into space thousands of years ago: the



light-skinned northerners, the dark-skinned southerners and the people of Egypt. He wouldn't
mind seeing her for longer than a short two-hour hop in atmosphere. But there was no way he'd
be that lucky."You've got that goofy look on your face," Ularti said it. "You better not be thinking of
warning her.""How would I warn her?" Jetay asked. "And why would she believe me, if I did?
After all, I work for you."He spoke quickly, because he knew what Ularti's next move would be,
and he was trying to prevent it. He didn't speak quite quickly enough. A blinding pain stabbed
through his skull. He staggered under the force of the torture, but forced himself to stand
upright.One second, two seconds, three seconds—the pain intensified, and he fell to his knees,
shuddering at the pain centered on the chip in his brain. As the pain intensified, he felt himself
about to black out, so he locked his forearms in place willing himself not to faceplant into Ularti's
garbage. It didn't work. A second later, the pain faded, and he realized he was lying face-down
on the floor, his head in a pile of wrappers. Miraculously, he'd managed to dodge the
injectors."Just remember," he heard Ularti saying. "If I catch you undermining me, I'll be doing
that to your brother."Jetay sighed and struggled to his feet. Ularti just sat there watching him
coldly.He didn't have anything to say to Ularti: neither defiance nor agreement. He just looked
down at her, and knew that she didn't expect a response from him."You have a ship to pilot,"
Ularti told him."I have a bunch of pre-flight checks to perform," Jetay said. "And then I have a
ship to pilot."Khed stepped into the cargo bay and found his brother coming down the ladder
that led topside."What in the worlds were you doing up there?" Khed asked."Pre-flight check,"
Jetay said.He didn't make eye contact with Khed. It wouldn't have tipped off Ularti, but Khed
knew his brother better than that."You were messing with the communications array, weren't
you?" Khed asked."I had to," Jetay said. "Ularti thinks there's a price on her new passengers'
heads, and wants to collect.""Aaaand...why is that our problem?""It's not our problem. But it's
also not right," Jetay said simply.Khed grimaced. That was Jetay all over. No matter how much
time the two of them spent kicking around an unfriendly universe, Jetay never seemed to be able
to shake that stupid, starry-eyed idealism he'd picked up in his early training.Khed knew that
ever since they had gone into hiding, they couldn't afford luxuries like right and wrong. He knew
they had to stay focused on saving their skins. But, of all the things that Jetay had lost when the
mindbenders messed with his memories, his conscience wasn't one of them. It annoyed Khed,
but it was also one of the things that made Jetay who he was.
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